Question Asked Date/Time Question Asked
01:03:07 PM MST
thanks for the info on this complex subject.
01:03:54 PM MST
Thankyou!! Very cute kids!!
12:14:26 PM MST
Is ADEQ performing jurisdictional determinations on private land?
12:14:39 PM MST
Will the Arizona jurisdiction determination replace EPA's jurisdiction determination?
12:15:07 PM MST
Do you expect many changes to the currenty published PSWL?
According to NACO (national association of counties),.... ....The WOTUS definition directly impacts local
governments as owners and operators of local infrastructure, coregulators and stewards of the environment.
Counties own and operate public safety water conveyances, stormwater
municipal separate stormwater sewer systems (MS4), green infrastructure construction and maintenance projects,
water reuse and infrastructure, and emergency management readiness. Depending on the final definition of
WOTUS,
counties may need to apply for a federal permit to maintain or build new infrastructure projects... how will this affect
new wastewater plants that will provide direct potable water?
12:16:05 PM MST
12:16:35 PM MST
12:17:45 PM MST
12:17:48 PM MST
12:19:02 PM MST
12:19:11 PM MST
12:19:23 PM MST
12:22:46 PM MST
12:24:20 PM MST
12:24:55 PM MST
12:25:59 PM MST
12:26:05 PM MST
12:27:14 PM MST

So this paper addresses significant nexus evaluations, as proposed under Rapanos, and used in pre-2015
WOTUS definition jurisdictional evaluations, for the purpose of identifying surface waters as WOTUS?
Does ADEQ have any intention of revision the acronym? It is confusing with SWPPP, even in discussions.
link to paper?
Could you please state the question you are answering?
It will keep us ( who deal with both) in our feet ! :)
Hello, we cant see other participant questions; could you please read the questions as they are answered?
How long is a reach, typically? Two dozen WBIDs over several hundred miles is not a lot!
Will ADEQ be disclosing the data analysis process that it uses on a per reach basis?
Can you define "normal conditions" and "typical year"?
Is the ADEQ intention to complete a JD analysis for non-WOTUS that are protected under SWPP?
What triggers a "field survey"?
What type of data is ADEQ using? Is cata from "citizen scientists" included? If so, what measures are in place to
ensure samples are properly collected and prserved?
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12:34:19 PM MST

12:35:31 PM MST
12:35:31 PM MST
12:35:39 PM MST
12:35:41 PM MST
12:39:15 PM MST
12:39:47 PM MST
12:40:11 PM MST
12:41:09 PM MST
12:42:06 PM MST
12:55:49 PM MST
12:57:25 PM MST
12:57:56 PM MST
12:59:45 PM MST
12:59:56 PM MST

Could you please comment on how springs, which might not have a reach as they may not be in a streambed, are
protected under the SWPP? Only a few of our thousands of springs are listed on App B of the PSWL. Springs can
be permanent water sources that are important for wildlife and livestock, even if they don't connect to a TNW.
Thanks!
Maybe it is too soon to ask this, but I do not want to forget it. How will an ephemeral water body that flows reliably
during the summer monsoon, or even during winter storm events, at a volume, frequency, and duration sufficient to
impact a downstream RPW or TNW be characterized? Will such a water body be considered a non-WOTUS
protected surface water on the PSWL?
How does the defintion of reaches by flow regime address the concept of relevant reach under Rapanos and the
Pre-2015 Rule?
In the end will there be two separate regulatory regimes that affect a water body simultenously, one State and one
Federal?
Will existing AJD decisions be considered? Onsite field inspection is critical and required by the Corps for each
determination, how would this be completed for private property?
Would ADEQ's determination preclude property owner's from completing their own determination through the
Corps as usual?
Is it biological, chemical AND physical or OR physical? Was it always this definition or is this new?
You bet - will send an email! Nice to see you, Erin! :)
How are effluent-dependent reaches evaluated? Using a 30-yr avg, the reach may be perennial or intermittent due
to the discharge of effluent but, as drought continues, that effluent may be diverted for reuse or recharge.
I will look at that website. Thank you.
When does ADEQ request comments on this white paper to be submitted by?
Will the rulemaking be oriented to the process of identifying PSWL and SWQS or will it have specific chemicals
with associated standards or specifc reaches?
When will the formal public comment period take place?
Is ADEQ involved in the development of the new toilet-to-tap regulations?
My understanding is that ADEQ is likely to adopt in Article 2 numeric standards that are in many cases similar to
those in Article 1. If that assumption is correct, given the delay and uncertainty regarding EPA approval of the
2019 rules, will the Article 2 numeric standards likely be comparable to the approved 2016 standards?
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